Abstract Two prevalent myths of Nitinol mechanics are examined: (1) Martensite is more compliant than austenite; (2) Texture-free Nitinol polycrystals do not exhibit tension-compression asymmetry. By reviewing existing literature, the following truths are revealed: (1) Martensite crystals may be more compliant, equally stiff, or stiffer than austenite crystals, depending on the orientation of the applied load. The Young's Modulus of polycrystalline Nitinol is not a fixed number-it changes with both processing and in operando deformations. Nitinol martensite prefers to behave stiffer under compressive loads and more compliant under tensile loads. (2) Inelastic Nitinol martensite deformation in and of itself is asymmetric, even for texture-free polycrystals. Texture-free Nitinol polycrystals also exhibit tension-compression transformation asymmetry.
Introduction
While shape memory behaviors were first observed in the 1940s and 1950s in gold-cadmium and indium-thallium [1] [2] [3] , it is the work of William Buehler and colleagues on Nickel-Titanium at the Naval Ordinance Laboratory (i.e., ''Nitinol'') that provided the foundation for the modern shape memory alloy (SMA) industry. Nitinol showed extraordinary functional behaviors-the shape memory effect, actuation, and superelasticity [4, 5] , as well as practical engineering properties-relatively low homologous temperatures in engineering environments, high strength and stiffness, outstanding corrosion resistance, and favorable reaction to lubrications [6, 7] . These beyond shape memory characteristics distinguished Nitinol from other SMAs and established it as the industry standard material.
Functional behaviors of Nitinol arise from a solid-state transformation between cubic austenite and monoclinic martensite phases, which is now a standard subject of SMA texts (e.g., [8] [9] [10] ). The mechanics of single austenite lattices transforming to single martensite lattices, free of any type of defect, are largely agreed upon and understood. However, Nitinol materials are rarely defect-free, even in single-crystal form. Furthermore, Nitinol materials used in industry (1) are polycrystalline, (2) have severe amounts of cold work introduced to them during processing, and (3) contain precipitates-both Ni 4 Ti 3 particles intentionally introduced to strengthen the materials and/or tune transformation temperatures, as well as undesirable oxide and/or carbide inclusions that are inherent to melting practices [11] . Because of these different microstructural features, the Nitinol materials that have enabled new technologies exhibit macroscopic mechanics that are far from the theoretical single-crystal case. For this reason, it was difficult to understand the causal relationship between theoretical single-crystal mechanics and macroscopic mechanical responses. As a result, admittedly over-simplified models and explanations were created that likened polycrystalline Nitinol to traditional, better-understood elastic-plastic alloys. Somewhere along the way, the underlying assumptions in making these simplifications were forgotten or ignored by many in the Nitinol industry. Many myths were born as a result of these models being taken out of context. Over the past few decades, research has collectively shed light on many of the true mechanics of Nitinol, as well as what we do not yet know. In the remainder of the article, we survey two of the more prominent myths of Nitinol mechanics under the spotlight of truths elucidated through modern research.
Myth 1: Nitinol Martensite is More Compliant than Austenite
By the 1990s, measurements of Nitinol materials had led to the textbook understanding that the Young's modulus of martensite was much lower than that of austenite: 20-50 GPa for martensite versus 40-90 for austenite (e.g., [8, 12] ). With the benefit of hindsight, there are several immediate indications that these measurements were circumstantial. First, as Liu et al. point out in [13, 14] , these modulus values are on the order of soft metals like aluminum and copper (the martensite values even softer), but the melting temperature and ultimate strength of Nitinol are both more comparable to carbon steels, which exhibit a Young's Modulus of *200 GPa-over twice as stiff. Second, the Young's Modulus fundamentally results from the strength of chemical bonds. Because the austenite and martensite unit cells have similar ordering and negligible volume change, one would expect the moduli between the phases to be similar. Finally, the range of the reported moduli is too large to be attributed to experimental variation; thus, it is indicative of a larger misunderstanding of the meaning and circumstances of the measurements.
Despite all of these clues, this myth continues to permeate our industry due to the convenience it affords modelers. It allows engineers to assume that each phase is a separate linear-elastic material, each with its own Young's Modulus (E). One may then compute the transformation strain by calculating the elastic strain (e) of the austenite using Hooke's law (r ¼ EeÞ and subtracting it from the martensite elastic strain under some stress (r). For example, if the austenite were modeled with a modulus of 60 GPa and the martensite with 20 GPa for an application where the SMA experienced a constant load of 200 MPa load, such a calculation would tell the engineer to expect 0.7 % transformation strain when switching between phases.
It is easy to understand why such a model is desirable and popular. Most engineers learn Hooke's law, and this approach allows us to teach engineers a method to treat the complex behaviors of Nitinol components using models they already know. Furthermore, the calculations are easily made by hand or with simple spreadsheets. Hence, it is no surprise that as the limitations of the simplest of such modeling approaches were exploited in the 1980s, modified models evolved from this same philosophy. Some treated martensite as a material that followed a piece-wise continuous elastic behavior defined by two or three different moduli, while others simply added an offset to the martensite response to account for transformation/reorientation plateaus; i.e., a non-zero intercept to the linearelastic response.
The ''compliant martensite myth'' is reasonably founded. In fact, these assumptions are accurate for specially processed NiTi materials, such as highly worked pieces of wire loaded in uniaxial tension, as shown in Fig. 1a . In the early 2000s, however, researchers used specialized techniques such as ultrasonic spectroscopy and in situ neutron diffraction to show that, under other conditions, the Young's Modulus of martensite appears stiffer than that of austenite [15] [16] [17] . For a period of time, the pendulum swung in the other direction and some believed that martensite was always stiffer than austenite (see Fig. 1c ), and the ''apparent modulus'' as in Fig. 1a , was an artifact of an ever-present persistence of martensite reorientation (i.e., twinning and detwinning) [13] . This latter viewpoint was again founded in reason; for differently processed Nitinol materials used in specific conditions, such as unworked rods cut from fully annealed extrusions and ingots, martensite reorients under the smallest of loads-10 MPa applied effective stress or less. Thus, there is no true elastic regime in its stress-strain response. Furthermore, the stress-strain responses during initial loading may be non-linear, as shown in Fig. 1b . In considering such circumstances where the ''compliant martensite myth'' breaks down, the aforementioned engineering models predict compressive transformation strain for tensile loads and vice versa-clearly non-plausible behaviors! Still, the lack of a universal understanding of the stiffness of martensite that could explain all of the modulus measurements (as in Fig. 1 ) inhibited the development of more physically correct models. For some time, the Nitinol community was divided with two camps: stiff versus compliant martensite.
Fortunately, this split inspired Wagner and Windl and also Hatcher, Kontsevoi, and Freeman to study the problem of monoclinic single-crystal elasticity using atomistic theory [18, 19] . These researchers realized that the community lacked a fundamental understanding of bond strengths in martensite crystal structures, and such understanding had the potential to lead to universal understanding of martensite elasticity (in addition to other First Principles phenomena we do not discuss here). While the exact numbers reported by each group of researchers depend strongly on the assumptions and boundary conditions used for their simulations, they all agreed on one fundamental finding: The truth is martensite crystals may be more compliant, equally stiff, or stiffer than austenite crystals, depending on the orientation of the loading direction with respect to the unit cells. Because monoclinic crystals are of much lower symmetry, their elastic anisotropy is much greater. Therefore, the most compliant monoclinic orientations are more compliant than their cubic counterparts, the stiffest monoclinic orientations are stiffer than their cubic counterparts, and other orientations exhibit nearly identical stiffness.
An additional insight into the ''compliant martensite myth'' may be realized by considering that in crystals, stronger or stiffer bonds hold atoms more closely together. Thus, at first order, the map of the orientation dependence of monoclinic Young's modulus given in Fig. 2e is indirectly and approximately a map of the orientation dependence of the bond lengths that dominate the elastic behavior of Nitinol martensite. Now if crystals are given the opportunity to reorient during a deformation, as it has long been known Nitinol martensite will do [20, 21] , the principal of energy minimization dictates that orientations of shortest bond lengths are preferred in compression, while longest bond lengths are preferred in tension. 1 Thus, it is not surprising that in situ diffraction experiments have revealed that preferred martensite textures for tension versus compression loading of Nitinol differ in accordance with the Young's Modulus trends together with the principal of elastic energy minimization. In tension (Fig. 2a) , martensite prefers textures near ð 120Þ (Fig. 2c) , which orient the more compliant, longer bonds with the load directions (Fig. 2e) , while in compression, stiff, shortbonded (101) planes align with loads ( Fig. 2d) [22] . Indeed, in situ diffraction data have shown that for many Nitinol materials martensite texture evolves with thermomechanical loading, and consequently so does the Young's Modulus [23] [24] [25] . Thus, additional Nitinol elasticity truths have been realized: The Young's Modulus of polycrystalline Nitinol is not a fixed number-it changes with both processing and in operando deformations. Nitinol martensite prefers to behave stiffer under compressive loads and more compliant under tensile loads. While experiments have shown that austenite textures may also evolve [26, 27] , because the anisotropy is not as extreme for cubic lattices [28] , fluctuations of the austenite elastic modulus during thermomechanical loadings are not as dramatic. This is true, even considering the known anelastic fluctuations in austenite modulus as the transformation temperatures are approached, a subject we do not delve into here, but which has been discussed at length in the literature (e.g., [11] , known as ''precursor phenomena'').
While First Principles calculations of Nitinol monoclinic elastic constants elucidated vastly improved, universally applicable physical understanding of Nitinol elasticity, they have yet to be fully verified via experimental measurements. Five of the 13 independent monoclinic elastic constants were measured using in situ neutron diffraction in [29] . The results suggest that the Wagner and Windl calculations are closer to the properties exhibited by real Nitinol martensites, though they are consistently too stiff, even when accounting for (relatively large) experimental uncertainty. This finding is not surprising, considering that the atomistic calculations are made at absolute zero, ignoring thermal vibrations of atoms, which inherently Fig. 1 a Martensite appears more compliant than austenite (highly worked & textured Nitinol wire data from [22] is shown), b randomtexture, hot extruded martensite [29] appears initially as stiff as austenite [27] , and c random-texture, as-cast martensite appears stiffer than austenite. b Both responses shown are measured from samples taken from the exact same hot-extruded rods, even though reports are made by different authors. c The martensite response is plotted using the reported value of 109 GPa from neutron diffraction measurements of Rajagopalan et al. [16] and the austenite reponse is the same as in b, from Benafan et al. [27] make atomic bonds more compliant. Furthermore, mesoscopic martensite stiffnesses will depend on the martensite variants and twin systems that are able to form under the constraints of austenite-martensite interfaces. Wang and Sehitoglu establish a procedure for calculating the stiffnesses of ''Habit Plane Variants'' (HPVs), martensite twin pairs that are compatible against an austenite interface according to the Phenomenological Theory of Martensite, using the theoretical single-crystal elastic constants [30] . Such calculations are essential to the long line of micromechanical models that use HPVs as the fundamental martensite microstructure building block, following after the work of Patoor et al. [31] . However, experimental measurement of all 13 Nitinol monoclinic elastic remains an open challenge to our community. Thus, a quantified understanding of monoclinic elasticity is still strongly desired. Our best understanding today results in the (lack of) certainty depicted in Fig. 3 , considering the differences between both the square and circle markers (calculations vs. measurements), as well as the errorbars on the circle markers (the reported uncertainty in the experimental measurements). As Wang and Sehitoglu emphasized, this quantified understanding is critical to our ability to properly calculate and model a wide range of SMA phenomena [30] . One final point toward more quantitatively correct measurements of martensite modulus-it has been shown that the initial unloading of martensite (either thermally stable or stress-induced martensite) is a more accurate means to macroscopically measure the martensite modulus than using the initial loading response [23, 29] . Loading responses are riddled by the addition of twinning, phase transformations, and plasticity in all but a very few special instances. Again, because of these things, the martensite modulus is also dynamic during loading, further complicating the acquisition of a scalar value for a model.
Myth 2: Texture-Free Nitinol Polycrystals Exhibit Tension-Compression Symmetry
This myth was born from understanding plasticity in traditional elastic-plastic metals and alloys, especially those with cubic crystal structures. More specifically, texture-free ductile metals exhibit tension-compression symmetry in small-tomoderate plastic deformations as a result of the relatively high symmetry of both crystal structures and the driving forces (e.g., applied stress) required to activate slip systems [32] . It is easy to imagine how Nitinol was initially likened to traditional ductile metals with its simple cubic austenite phase and apparently ductile inelastic deformations. However, the monoclinic martensite phase of Nitinol is of very low symmetry. As a result, it exhibits a large number of twinning modes (12 or more) as well as at least one slip system [10, 22, [33] [34] [35] . The monoclinic twinning modes are highly asymmetric, to the extent that given a single grain orientation; only some modes will produce tensile strain, and others compressive strain, and the number of favorable modes and driving forces needed for each tension and compression are not equal [22] . Thus, the truth is: Inelastic Nitinol martensite deformation in and of itself is asymmetric, even for texturefree polycrystals, as shown in Fig. 4 . The reasons for larger plateau strains and less hardening in tension versus compression in this figure are: (1) a higher activity of martensite slip in compression (which produces hardening), (2) fewer active twinning systems in compression, and (3) the favorable compression twinning systems realize less twinning strain [22] . Fig. 2 a Ex situ stress-strain responses of superelastic samples tested using the same techniques, instrumentation, and sample preparation as reported in [49, 55] are shown, together with b the initial austenite load-direction inverse pole figure, c the tensile load-direction martensite inverse pole figure of the material at 6 % strain, and d the compression load-direction martensite inverse pole figure measured of the material at -4.25 % strain, all measured in Multiples of Random Distribution (MRD). e Calculations of the orientationdependence of single monoclinic crystal Young's modulus (E) using the Wagner and Windl elastic constants [18] are plotted on an inverse pole figure, with near-minima and maxima orientations labeled Still, most Nitinol applications today make use of phase transformation; i.e., superelasticity and actuation. Thus, we also desire an understanding of tension-compression asymmetry of phase transformations in Nitinol, which is not explained solely by inelastic deformations of the monoclinic martensite phase. However, conceptualizing the foundation of transformation asymmetry is as simple as considering the change between austenite and martensite crystal structures. Asymmetry resulting from the structural changes that occur as a result of phase transformations in SMAs has been studied since their discovery in the 1950s [36] , and periodically ''rediscovered'' since then. In Nitinol, the cubic austenite lattice parameter is on the order of 3.01 Å [28] , while the monoclinic martensite unit cell edge lengths are approximately 2.89, 4.12, and 4.62 Å [33] . However, the edges of the primitive cubic unit cell do not directly correspond to the edges of the primitive monoclinic unit cell, but rather we consider transformation from a cell in the cubic structure that has edge lengths of approximately 3.01, 4.25, and 4.25 Å (see [10, p. 52] ). Calculating the engineering strain along the cell edges that results from transforming from this cell to the aforementioned monoclinic cell, the axial strains along the sides of the structures are approximately -4.0, -3.1, and ?8.0 %, respectively. Clearly the tensile transformation strain is larger than the compressive strains. In Fig. 5a , we have plotted the difference in the magnitude of the maximum tensile and compressive transformation strains ( e tension transformation À e compression transformation ) for all orientations of parent cubic crystals transforming to a single monoclinic crystal (calculated according to [10, 37] ), and it is evident that for all except a few orientations near (001) Austenite , the tensile strains are larger. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation, as summarized in greater detail by Liu and Yang [14] , states:
where r is stress, T is temperature, q is density, DS is the change in entropy from the phase transformation (and temperature change), and e tr is the transformation strain. Thus at a fixed temperature, it takes less stress (i.e., driving force) to induce a transformation in a material with larger transformation strain through this inverse proportionality. Hence the asymmetry in transformation strains naturally gives rise to the inverse asymmetry in transformation stresses: more stress is required to transform Nitinol crystals in compression than tension for most orientations. While the single-crystal foundation of tension-compression asymmetry is well established and easy to understand, the nature of polycrystals is more complicated. In fact, if we move to consider transformation from an austenite grain to HPVs instead of single monoclinic crystals, and then repeat the previous exercise of calculating the maximum tension and compression strains and taking the difference in magnitudes ( e tension transformation À e compression transformation ) over all orientations, there Fig. 3 A depiction of the certainty of current understanding of martensite Young's modulus (E) is shown-note the large errorbars, and even bigger differences between calculations and experimentsthere is still much room for improvement. Calculations of E made using Wagner & Windl elastic constants and the neutron diffraction data measured of polycrystals by Stebner et al. [23] are shown with square markers (after Fig. 6 of [23] , the Specimen 1, 2 labels follow that work). New to this article, these calculations are then adjusted according to the differences between Wagner and Windl calculations and elastic constants measured using in situ neutron diffraction as reported in [29] (circle markers). The errorbars represent the reported uncertainty in the neutron diffraction measured moduli values in this latter work Fig. 4 Tension and compression stress-strain curves are shown for (near) random-textured Nitinol martensite, as indicated in the inset, which shows the initial austenite load-direction inverse pole figure. These original data are ex situ loading curves performed at the same time and using the same techniques and sample preparation as the in situ experiments described in [22, 42] are now slightly more orientations that exhibit larger compressive strains than tensile strains (Fig. 5b , note that over half of the stereographic map shows the compressive strains to be larger). This calculation clearly explains why models that consider only transformation from austenite grains to HPVs suggest that random Nitinol polycrystals will show tension-compression asymmetry that is opposite what is traditionally observed in materials-smaller transformation stresses and larger transformation strains in compression [38, 39] -while polycrystalline models based on single crystal mechanics show the opposite trend [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . In addition to these concepts based on single crystal mechanics, other factors that can contribute to asymmetric microstructural evolution in polycrystals are the incomplete phase transformation based on the crystal orientation of the grain, complex interactions between grain neighborhoods and the resultant multi-axial stress states as well as a potential asymmetric interaction between transformation and slip. Recent empirical investigations discussed below attempt to address these aspects. A single unified source of experimental validation as to which theory is more accurate does not currently exist in the open literature. This lack of data results from very few documented uses of texture-free Nitinol. The closest comparison we are able to make is to consider the compression results of Vaidyanthan et al. [46] , who made material that had an austenite texture index of approximately 0.90 (1.00 would be perfectly random) and observed approximately -3.5 % superelastic transformation strain and -500 MPa transformation stress. That compressive behavior can then be compared to tension actuation responses of the material shown in Fig. 4 , which has an initial austenite texture index of 1.15 [47] and exhibits a maximum transformation strain in actuation of 4.3 % under 200 MPa load [48] . In an email correspondence at the time of writing this article, Dr. O. Benafan of NASA indicated that in data not yet published by their research group, they have found that the latter material shows a maximum actuation transformation strain of -4.1 % under -300 MPa load in compression testing analogous to the tension tests published in [48] . These comparisons indicate that the overall random polycrystal behavior qualitatively mimics the trend shown by calculations made with single-crystal mechanics-larger tension strains under smaller stresses. This finding is consistent with recent experimental observations that suggest that HPV-based models predict initiation, but not total transformation mechanics [49] [50] [51] . Hence an opportunity exists for modeling efforts that include transformation to CVs as well as HPVs to capture the influence of such mixed stressinduced microstructures on tension-compression asymmetry. Such full-field models would be able to capture other empirically observed phenomena like partially transformed grains [52] , and the influences of intergranular constraints and coupling with plasticity. Still, in totality, all approaches show that the truth is: random-textured Nitinol polycrystals do exhibit tension-compression transformation asymmetry. Processing texture may further skew this inherent asymmetry, as is the case for wires, tubes, and rods that are readily reported upon in existing literature. This includes the mechanical responses of somewhat textured Nitinol rods (Fig. 2e) , which exhibit over 5.5 % transformation strain in tension. Processed textures of Nitinol are usually skewed to (111) and (110) components, as in Fig. 2e , thus following the transformation strain trends shown in Fig. 5a , the Nitinol that is used in industry typically exhibits greater tension-compression asymmetry skewed toward more transformation strain at lower transformation stresses in tension than texture-free material.
Conclusion
Because real Nitinol materials are textured polycrystals that undergo complex thermomechanical processing, they display macroscopic responses that are incredibly varied and usually different from single-crystal theory. For this reason, the link between single-crystal theory and real material behavior was not understood for several decades. Even as more accurate depictions of Nitinol mechanics were being published, models were slow to follow and these myths persisted. However, recent research has elucidated the underlying truths of Nitinol elasticity and tension-compression asymmetry. These truths can be understood through the physics of single-crystal mechanics with proper extension to polycrystals. To this day, however, although the truths are no longer in question, many Nitinol engineers and researchers still hold the myths closely because of their history and simplicity. One final remark is that understanding the mechanics of Nitinol plasticity, including asymmetry, is still incomplete due to difficulty deconvoluting it from transformation behaviors. Models have shown that the asymmetry of the transformation alone is enough to make plasticity appear asymmetric, even in models that assume a constant, scalar slip stress for plastic flow (e.g., [53, 54] ). A more complete physical understanding of plasticity in Nitinol and its role in tension-compression asymmetry is at the forefront of many current research efforts.
